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What is wrong with conventional speeding control?

The most obvious shortcoming of conventional speeding control is that it is not sufficiently
effective. At any given moment, a very large proportion of vehicles in traffic (both urban and
inter-urban traffic) move at speeds higher than the legal speed limits assigned to roads they
travel on.

On most roads, speeding control relies on police enforcement. The underlying assumptions
of police- based speed control are well known, but they are paraphrased here in simple
language.

• left on their own, drivers will speed, even if it is against the law

• the role of police is to catch them in the act, charge them, and support the legal process
that will result in their punishment

• to the extent that drivers do not speed it is because they are afraid of being caught and
punished

• it is important to catch and punish each driver who speeds in order to instil the fear in her
or his heart

• it is important for police to be seen on the roads by many drivers, in order to raise fear
and remind  drivers of possible punishment

Unfortunately, each of these assumptions is questionable or impractical. Portraying speeding
as a criminal tendency shared by the majority of citizens is a self defeating assumption
lacking empirical or public support. Depicting normative speed and other driver behaviour (or
the process of acquiring normative habits) as motivated mainly by fear ignores other,
perhaps more common, motivating mechanisms based on reason, social learning or
imitation.

Police can not be present everywhere, at all times.  Conventional speed enforcement, even
when supported by photo-radar or similar technology, cannot “catch in the act” all speeding
drivers, at all times, on all roads.

It is not self evident that successful speed enforcement requires police to focus on individual
offending drivers or on catching them in the act. This is so only because of uncritical
acceptance of the assumption that driver behaviour is directly motivated by fear of police. It
can, but it is not the only or major motivation.

To sum up, police speed enforcement, of necessity, is selective, sporadic and inconsistent. It
is, correctly, perceived by citizens as being unfair, and it is not cheap or very effective.
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AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO SPEEDING MANAGEMENT

Principles

The proposed approach, which need not totally replace conventional enforcement but
operate in parallel, has five major interrelated elements:

• First, compliance with speed is associated with the vehicle unit rather than a driver.

• Second, in- vehicle special device and communication technology combine to monitor
vehicle speed at all times and keep a record of distance travelled while not speeding as
well as distance travelled while speeding.

• Third, vehicles owners are given redeemable credits for distance travelled at requested
speed (legal or set by road manager) and are surcharged for distance travelled while
speeding.

• Fourth, companies and fleet operators are evaluated by authorities with respect to the
aggregated speeding performance of their vehicles.

• Fifth, a marketing mechanism is created whereby non-speeding generates direct and
indirect benefits to vehicle owners as well as to businesses. Businesses and institutions
sponsor the benefits and develop operating strategies that favour non speeding.

Some technical and operational options

There are several possible approaches and technical solutions to measure, display and
record speeding. At the least, absolute speeding, over the highest set limit, could be
registered and accumulated in a stand- alone unit in a vehicle, similar to the simple distance
odometer, which is a simple counter. The non-speeding is determined simply by subtracting
the speeding from the total distance travelled. Stand- alone device will require a logistic
system for reading / downloading the information.

More advanced option might rely on vehicle locating technology to continuously monitor
update the applicable speed limit at any given location. It is actually not necessary to monitor
and register the actual location of a vehicle. Only speeding data are needed for this
application. The registration unit can be in the vehicle with no data relayed to an external
processing centre, or it could be relayed and processed in a similar way that GSM use is
handled.  The logic of calculating credits and debits can take in account several
considerations, such as extent of speeding or nature of the road.

The first level use will be within the household or company. The visible record will encourage
self- enforcement, either because inherent wish to comply with speed limits or because of
sanctions which, (unlike conventional spot speed enforcement), are certain to be applied.

The second level application is through marketing mechanisms designed to benefit non-
speeding vehicle owners as well as businesses and government. By separating the TSM
system from speed enforcement control based on police and criminal law, and by providing
strong incentive (through marketing mechanisms and public policy instruments) for using the
system in order to get the credits and benefits, there is smaller risk of tampering with it.
Nevertheless, one can imagine a legal requirement to have such a system in every vehicle,
just as odometers (km counters) are required and it is illegal to tamper with it.

A third level approach can be administrative, dealing with the speeding part of the system
only. At the annual inspection or at the time vehicle ownership is changed, the speeding
charges accumulated by a vehicle could be checked, and a speeding tax be imposed on the
owner or seller. This will guarantee that speeding always pays (to the taxman…).
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An illustrative possible scenario

The insurance company offers you a lower rate if you install TSM devices in all your
company cars (which are used as private vehicles by your employees.) The device consists
of a clear display in the dashboard, having two sections. One showing accumulating km at
“regular speed”, the other km speeding. Speeding is determined by a link between vehicle
position and a modifiable data base of all roads and their speed limits. The display may also
have a CREDIT /  CHARGE mode showing the value of credits points and charges in units
other than km.

Competing petrol stations offer free petrol for the credits. It can easily be 5%-10% of a full
tank. Drivers like to fill petrol in those stations. Some stations installed automatic readers of
the CREDIT as part of the pump operation. There are other offers of products and services
by various promoters..

The use of the credit does not eliminate its record in a central processing office. Once a
month a calculation is made of credits and charges according to current management and
marketing policies, and the balance statement is sent to owners of vehicles (similar to
monthly telephony bill). The algorithm is set such that speeding vehicles pay much more for
use of the road while speeding, compared to the credits they get for not speeding. Some
communities use an algorithm that takes in account the level of speeding compared to
correct speed. The money charged for speeding goes to a special public, national fund
dedicated to treatment and rehabilitation of traffic accident victims.

A company owner receives a fleet statement as well. It is up to you how to manage your own
drivers so as to minimise the costs to the company and increase the credits and benefits
your company gets. You could use the TSM system itself for better internal control. Someone
is already selling a plug-in device that lets you monitor the speeding behaviour of every
driver in each vehicle. This is important to you, because you need to improve the company’s
record on speeding to improve the chances of your getting the new contracts with the city.

While this scenario is at present imaginary, most of the technology to make it possible
is available. The scenario is just one small part of many possible developments.

Advantages of TSM

• Driver and owner have immediate feedback on amount of speeding and its financial
consequences

• TSM is a self-enforcing; owners will take care of routine "enforcement", in the family or
the company, having immediate feedback from the displays.

• TSM provides a combination of a carrot / stick for both private vehicle owners and
companies.

• TSM brings in the business world to promote and sponsor non- speeding and share in
the immediate tangible benefits.

• The link with the market-place makes TSM a self-sustainable system. It does not rely on
speeding charges to maintain it.

• TSM allows automatic monitoring of non-speeding and of speeding, at all times a vehicle
is used. It is a preventive approach.

• It is a fair system that can apply to all vehicles, all the time. Driving at correct speed is
not a game of hide- and- seek with the police, anymore.

• Every one can obtain direct and indirect benefits from non-speeding, but at the same
time no one can avoid the charges for speeding.
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• This approach does not rule out traditional enforcement and sanctioning against
speeding drivers, but the need for it will diminish.

How is TSM different from road pricing?

Much of the same technology can be used for either road pricing or TSM but the principles of
operation are different.

TSM deals directly with safety and not with road use or congestion.  In TSM the costs to
vehicle owners can easily be avoided.

TSM allows authorities to collect fair fees from all speeding vehicles while at the same time it
also enables distribution of benefits (to owners, companies, fleets) for correct speed
behaviour.

TSM should be more acceptable to the public and to politicians  than either road pricing or
automatic speed adapters in vehicles. The system is about safety, it is not restrictive, it
leaves final control to drivers and  it provides direct incentives to individuals and the market-
place to support it.


